
With this tool, you
can digitally sign
the promissory
notes that support
any credit
operation.

At Shareppy International we
provide solutions for the financial
sector.

We work so that the corporate
and banking sectors can meet the
needs of their customers, through
tools such as Dematerialization of
Promissory Notes.

Dematerialization
of Promissory Notes

Developed by

With this process, the physical
processing of promissory notes is
avoided. These are signed and
validated through biometric
signature and directly to the
Centralized Securities Depository
(DECEVAL). Thus giving complete
validity to the operation.

With this tool, the promissory note
is generated digitally from the tool,
optimizing the process, since it
avoids the manual filling out by the
advisor.

These are guaranteed to be backed
up as digital documents in the
(DECEVAL).

The promissory notes are filled out
and signed digitally, this
information is validated through
biometric tools, which can be
integrated into the application.
Thus, in addition to optimizing
processes, the amount of paper
used is reduced.



Create the client or holder of the
promissory note.
Validate the customer's data.
Consult existing promissory
notes.
Review the promissory note
before signing.
Captures the signature of the
holder and/or co-signers of the
promissory note.

With the dematerialization of
promissory notes you can support
any credit operation. You can also:

You can find
us at

It provides greater security
for control and
administration, since it has at
its disposal the historical
consultation of the
promissory notes that have
been generated.

It provides greater efficiency
in the processes, since it
speeds up the capture and
processing of information in
credit operations.
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Characteristics

Benefits and results
Save costs and reduce the
use of paper for these
operations to zero.

Increases security, reducing
the risk of fraud and identity
theft.

The validation of the
signature with biometric
components validates the
promissory note process
and it is stored in the
Centralized Securities
Depository (DECEVAL).
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https://youtu.be/9NVlOwl3fp4
https://www.linkedin.com/company/shareppy-internacional/?viewAsMember=true
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100042166496599
https://shareppyinternacional.com/
https://twitter.com/Shareppy_Int?t=Npu4LEfMIAkUXa2kIfQhXg&s=09
http://wa.link/tuljlv
mailto:proyectos.comercial@shareppy.com

